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Senate scrutiny
As Senator Tom Gunsalus (fr-Rochester) cocks his head to take in a discussion on the Student Senate floor, Senator Jerry Popp (sr-Royalton) examines a
piece of paper work. Meanwhile, Senator Craig Ramsey (jr-Moorhead) shares a note with his demure associate, Senator Julie Busche (so-Litchfield).
Photos by Bruce Crummy.

scheduled through '78

early-start plan continues
By Lynnette Haug
After some controversy, the
PER CENT OF
PER CENT OF
Moorhead State College
CALENDAR OPTION
STUDENTS
FACULTY
Calendar Committee has
decided to continue using the
83 liked
early-start quarter system with
Early-Start Quarter
62 liked
74 disliked
Late-Start Quarter
62 disliked
classes beginning the first part
48 disliked
Early-Start Semester
43 disliked
of September until the end of
Late-Start Semester
89 disliked
79 disliked
May. MSC used to employ the
Trimester
65 disliked
60 disliked
late-start system, beginning in
late September and ending in
June. Since the 1975-1976
academic schedule has already
been set up for the 1974-1976 convenient. This is so because it September. The results are:
Undergraduate Catalog, the coincides with public schools for (see graph)
early-start system will continue holiday and vacation purposes
for a 2-year block, from 1976- and works out best for the TriTwo hundred forty-nine
College Program.
1978.
students and 163 faculty
responded to the survey.
A student survey concerning,
MSG English Instructor
Among both groups
Patricia Hansen, chairperson of the preference of the academic responding, well over half were
the Calendar Committee, said calendar was taken last May. in favor of the current earlyby using the early-start system The same survey was con start quarter system. No other
the academic calendar is more ducted for the faculty last option received as many as half
of the responses in favor.

Student Senate deliberates
1975-76 Budget requests
Editor's note: The following
story was written in advance of
the Student Senate's meeting
last night (April 9) to work on
the proposed Student Activity
Budget. This story will
background next week's
coverage of the actual meeting.
By Glenn Gullickson

organizations and activities for
a piece of next year's activity
fee receipts.
That amount is expected to
total $161,869. The figure is
based on an average fee
payment of $11.50 a quarter by
each student.
Another $61,600 is expected
from income generated by the
activities, bringing the total
amount that the committee had
to work with to $223,469.

The Student Activity Budget
Committee moved into its final
duties Wednesday April 9 by
presenting the 1975-76 budget to
the Student Senate. The Senate,
Requests for funds originally
during this special meeting,
was to decide whether to accept t o t a l e d $ 2 7 3 , 2 8 7 f r o m 3 8
organizations including
or ammend the final budget.
athletics, homecoming, sum
The 9-member committee mer theater, Student Senate,
headed by Dr. Eugene Philipps Student Union Program Board
professor of Economics, and the Advocate.
received requests from campus ...Continued on Page 10

Food Service Task
Force recommends
fee increase for Kise
By Murray Cody
Moorhead State College
students can expect an increase
of $72 over what they are
currently paying to eat in Kise
Commons, MSC food service,
next year.
A 21-meal plan, along with a
10-meal option and unlimited
seconds, was recommended for
approval by Carol Legrid (soJamestown, ND), Moorhead
State College representative to
the Food Service Task Force,
for MSC next year, along with
the other state college's plans,
at a Friday, April 4 meeting.

This declaration of plans
clears the way for formalized
approval by the Budget and
"Setting up a schedule that Finance Committee of the State
will please everyone is a dif College Board (SCB), vendor
ficult job," commented Hansen. ARA Slater and the SCB.
"This year we had to correlate
Legrid says the ad
courses more closely to NDSU
to accomodate Tri-College ministrative approvals are only
s t u d e n t s . T h e o f f i c e a n d formal controls, but she did
custodial staff especially must express concern for Slater's
be taken into account when approval of the plans, because
p l a n n i n g t h e a c a d e m i c of the variety of food service
calendar, because they're the plans system-wide. Slater has
ones who have to get the school already approved the costs of
plans and options for next year.
ready for use."
The plan for next year will
Several minor changes were cost students $472 for a 21-meal
made for the 1976-78 school plan, or $408 for a 10-meal plan
calendar. Final exams will be option.
given Monday through Wed
nesday instead of Wednesday
The $72 increase includes $18
through Friday. Classes will for the availability of a 10-meal
begin each quarter on the day of plan and $54 for basic raw food
final registration, Wednesday, cost increases.
rather than on a Thursday.
Legrid recommended the ,
Another change enables MSC plan for MSC on the basis of
students to get Good Friday three student input factors: a
and Easter Monday off for survey made to students April 3,
Easter vacation. Finally, most talking to the various student
quarters in the 2-year block will government groups and talking
allow four days until grades are with the Dining Services
due after finals are over.
Committee, a student group.

The survey included about 800
students out of an estimated
1,400 to 1,500 students that eat in
one night at Kise Commons. Of
those surveyed, 40 per cent
preferred the 21-meal plan with
a 10-meal option, 31 per cent
preferred he 21-meal plan only
and 25 per cent preferred the 21meal plan with a 15 meal option.
Sixty-six per cent of the
students did not like the 21-meal
plan that had no seconds option,
compared to 34 per cent that
did. A coupon plan of pur
chasing tickets for additional
seconds registered 53 per cent
yes and 47 per cent no. A no
seconds on entrees option was
outvoted by 62 per cent that
disliked it to 38 per cent that
liked it.

Ever think a love for
meteorology would win you
$3,500? Debbie Nelson didn't
either. Turn to Page 6 for Part
111 in the Advocate's people
series.
Fodr better than three? Bruce
R. Miller thinks so. See Page 12
for a swashbuckling review of
"The Four Muskateers."
Did the military make a better
man out of Tennis Captain
Tony Mertes? It taught him
everything he knows about the
sport.
Page 14 has the
complete story.
What has two legs, runs the 600yard dash and got hog-tied into
the track business after goofing
off during a high school study
hall? Turn to Page 15 for a
feature on Dragon runner
Steve Osborne.
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Win one of
6 cadiprizes
totalling
$700by
creating any
cancoction
with
Grain Belt
beer cans.

. ft's time to start rounding up all your cantented, cantemptious
and canscientious friends (even the big man on canpus) to heip you
canvas the area for Grain Belt beer cans. You can win one of 6 cash
prizes just by shaping them into any cancoction in Grain Belt's
"Make Your Own Cancoction" Contest.
You can make something African or Early American. Cantonese
or Tropican. A cantaloupe. A canary. Even the Grand Canyon.
Anything your imagination can canceive.
So start building your Grain Belt cancoction now. You could
be a winning candidate.
(Remember, only Grain Belt cans can be used in your
cancoction. Anything else is uncanny).
U4V

I/4V »

,U4a

Judging
locations:
I
Where:
When:

East Gate Center Parking LotEast End, 1st Avenue South &
21st Street South, Fargo
May 3rd, Saturday
JfcOO AM

IStf

Judging:

1:00 PM

liiL

'

m

Remember, all entries must be present to win.

mi

114> i

iM mim

> Hints.
You can string the cans together. Weld them. Hold them together with rubber
bands. Stack them. Glue them. Cut them. Flatten or wire them. Clip them together
with paper clips or pull tabs. Put them together any way you can.

Our canpaign for ecology.
Wfien you start collecting those Grain Belt cans for your cancoction, you're really starting your
own canpaign for ecology. That's because you're helping to fight litter in your area.
And Grain Belt's ready to do its part, too. In order to insure a cleaner environment, all cancoctions
will be picked up by your local Grain Belt distributor and taken to the nearest recycling center.

Rules.

Registration.

Only Grain Belt Beer cans (Golden, Premium)
may be used in your cancoction.
All participants must be of legal drinking age.

Name.

Registration can be made on an official entry
blank or by putting your name, address, town,
zip code, and phone number on a 3" x 5"
index card. You must indicate which contest
area you will be entering based upon those
listed below. Mail your registration to:
"Cancoction Contest"
Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.
1215 N.E. Marshall
Minneapolis, Minn. 55413

Address.
City.

-Zip.

State.
Phone.

Participants must be present at the time of
judging to.win.

I will be entering in the following contest area (circle one):
Mpls./St. Paul

Winona

Marshall

Mankato

Fargo/Moorhead .

Grand Forks

St. Cloud

Bemidji

Brookings

Northfield

VermiHion

L

Duluth/Superior

5. Employees of Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.,
its distributors or its advertising agency and
members of their immediate families are
ineligible.
jm

H

All prizes will be awarded.
Your cancoction can be entered in only one
contest area.

Prizes
and
Trophies.
$300 PRIZE
The neatest cancoction

$200 PRIZE
The largest cancoction

$100 PRIZE
The most beautiful cancoction

$50 PRIZE
The most original cancoction

2 $25 PRIZES
Honorable mention
Prizes to be awarded in each contest area.
1975 Grain Belt Breweries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
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official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-wrifton
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office. Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
MIDTERM AND GRADUATION: Spring Quarter midterm will be Wed
nesday, April 16. Faculty members should pickup midterm deficiency report
forms from the Office of Admissions and Records. Students planning to
graduate at the end of Spring 1975 must have complete graduation ap
plications submitted to the Office of Admissions and Records by the midterm
deadline. Late applications will be deferred to Summer 1975.
_

events calendar
April 10, 11, 12
8:15 p.m. —MSC Theatre Production: Time of Your Life — CA Auditorium
Friday, April 11
8 a.m.-l p.m. — Individual Music Education Workshop — Lommen Gym,
Weld Band Room
6:30 p.m. — Faculty Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 p.m. — Friday Film Club: An Evening with W. C. Fields & the Marx
Brothers — Weld Auditorium
9 p.m. — SUP B Dance: West Bank Trackers — CMU Ballroom
Saturday, April 12
9 a.m.-3 p.m. — Minnesota Council of English Teachers — Weld
Auditorium
10a.m. — Women'sTrack: MSC Indoor Invitational — Nemzek Fieldhouse
1-5 p.m. — Student Recreational Free Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Sunday, April 13
8:15 p.m. — Collegiate Chorale — Weld Auditorium
April 14-25
Art Exhibit: Senior Show— Brita Sheldon — CA Art Gallery
Wednesday, April 16
10 a.m. — American Midterm Indian Week: Convocation — Leona Patnaude, TurtleMountain Reservation — General Question & Answer Period —
Weld Auditorium
7 8,9p.m. — Film: Star Trek — Weld Auditorium
(Monday, Tuesday, Thursday)
7-9 p.m. Free Recreational Co-Ed Swimming — Nemzek Pool

meetings calendar

SS turns down MSCC
Constitution; also
opposes 76-77 calendar

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

By Julie Johnson

Discussion of the Constitution
of the Minnesota Student
Coordinating
Committee
(MSCC),which was tabled last
Monday at Moorhead State's
Student Senate meeting; led
to senators voting unanimously
against it.
Vice-President Wayne
Strubel, (so-Fargo), spoke
against the Constitution
because it would be just adding
another level of bureaucracy.
He also said the same things
could be achieved through the
Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA).
The Senate took no action
concerning the proposal of
raising the activity fee from
$2.25 with a limit of 16 credits to
$2.50 with no limits on credits.
This applies to both on and off
campus students.

unlimited seconds; and 25 per
cent wanted the 21-15 meal plan
with unlimited seconds.
The Task Force Committee
used the results as a sup
plement in determining the
contract proposal at the Task
Force Committee meeting in St.
Cloud.
The proposed 21-10 meal plan
with unlimited seconds will cost
$472 for the 21 meal plan and
$408 for the 10-meal plan. It has
been sent to St. Paul backed
with ARA Slater's approval
awaiting the Budget and
Finance Committee's approval
at the April 15 meeting.

The Senate disapproved of
MSC's student activity calendar
for the school year of 1976-77
unanimously for reasons that
there wasn't enough time
allotted for the teachers in
determining final grades.
Carol Legrid (so-Jamestown, S e n a t o r J e r r y P o p p ( s r ND), reported on the results of Rayalton), noted that the time
the food service survey taken allowed for each quarter wasn't
last Thursday, April 3. Out of consistent.
792 participants, 40 per cent
wanted the 21-10 meal plan with
The Karate Club Constitution
unlimited seconds; 31 per cent was approved unanimously by
wanted the 21 meal plan with the Senate.

Thursday, April 10
4 p.m. —Financial Aids Committee —Owens B
4-6 p.m. Bookstore Board — Owens C
Monday, April 14
4 p.m. — General Studies Committee — Owens B
4 p.m. — Plant & Development Committee — Owens C
4 p.m. — Teacher Education Committee — Owens A
4 p.m. — Student Senate Meeting — Union Senate Chambers
Tuesday, April 15
4 p.m. — Community Service Committee — Owens C
4 p.m. — Council on Curriculum 8. Instruction — Owens A
Wednesday, April 16
10 a.m. — Minority Group Studies Committee— Owens B
3 p.m. — Calendar Committee — Owens B
3-5 p. m. — U S Savings Bond — Meeting — Owens C
4 p.m. — Alumni Meeting — Owens B
4 p.m. — Faculty Senate — Owens A

Writing Instruments
in 12 Karat Gold Filled.
Pen or Pencil $12.00
Set
$24.00
Mechanically guaranteed
for a lifetime of writing
pleasure.

CARD 4 Gift SHOP

CARD AND GIFT SHOP

'the gift shop in West Acres"

Truck on over and
Boogie Down" to
the sounds of:
n

Sheer long
dresses from
our oooh
and aaah
department

205 Bdwy.—Fargo

w

l i

A

I

\

> ¥it\

IMAGINE
THAT
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editorial
By Janis Archer
With the current wrangling of money and funds being a
key topic with officials in the Minnesota State College
system, it appears that recommendations for college room
and board increases next year are out of the hands of the
students.
A similar recommendation from the State College Board
(SCB) to cut funds for the Resident Assistant (RA) Budget
by one third to help offset a slack-off in enrollment is
causing a considerable stir on Moorhead State College
campus.
The cut in funds for the RA's could mean the staff be
reduced by 20 positions. That proposal has gone over in
popularity like the reception to the Union Plaza.
What other alternatives could solve the dilemna at MSC?
The suggestion making the most sense would be to hire
the full amount of RA's for next year and cut their payment
of free room and board and just provide free room or free
board.
To cut the RA program by 20 positions, could mean a
decrease in qualified dorm supervision and counsel for the
students living in the dorms. Without RA's, there wouldn't
be much of an advantage of dorms over off-campus living
facilities. If that happened the SCB will be faced with an
even bigger decrease in enrollment.
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letters
To the Editor:

became liable for the charge.

Concerning your March 27 article entitled
"Are Intramurals too Violent for MSC
Students?", which includes the discussion of
Dave Heerwald's head injury; we would like
to add our view to those already on record.

This money comes out of your activity fee
and so you, the student, are paying for
someone else's long distance calls. Someone
is ripping you off again.

In the article it was stated that Heerwald
was "struck" from behind by a member of
the Old Order of Owls basketball team. The
use of the word "struck" impliesthat someone
deliberately belted Heerwald over the head
with an intent to put him in the hospital. Had
Jim Thielman bothered to investigate the
incident, he might have found that Heerwald
went up for a rebound with 3 other players
and was fouled. He fell to the floor and in turn
was fallen upon by Robin Abraham who
happens to weigh 220 pounds — accidents do
happen.
Then there is David Schneck's statement
that "you have to retaliate to avoid the
physical punishment." That statement is a
classic rationalization to which one would
have to reply — where does violence end and
mere "retaliation" being? To me, the answer
to that would seem to depend on which ever
team Schneck was playing on.
But, admittedly, there is violence in in
tramural sports. There is fighting, there is
swearing, and there are obscene gestures
made; but, we refuse to accept the blame for
every violent act your sports staff wishes to
attribute to us. Hell, we're nice guys.
To attach the blame on any group of par
ticipants for going beyond the rules is
ridiculous. Last fall, in football, we didn'teven
know what the rules were until the final game
of the season. No one was more surprised
than we were when Intramural Director Bob
Bromme instituted rule changes, which in
stead of diminishing physical contact,
acutally served to increase it. Way to go,
Bob.
If the IM Office could get itself organized
and if the referees would call the damn games
(the intimation in the article that the Owls are
going to beat up the referees borders on the
psychotic) there would be less of a problem.
Sincerely,
Old Order of Owls
Dear Moorhead State Students:
Recently, much to our regret, it became
necessary to have the public counter phone in
1 the Union main office changed from a public
phone to a campus restricted phone. The
question was raised as to "WHY"?
This phone has never had a call-in number
and, therefore, it could not be used for long
distance calls. About two months ago the
telephone company changed their direct
dailing calls to a computerized type of call,
whereby a call would be automatically
charged to the phone from which it was made.
During the last month someone discovered
that it was a nice handy way to make a long
distance call and not be charged for it. These
calls amounted to quite a bit of money and
since they were not able to trace them we

Since we believe that we must protect you
from these cheats as much as possible we
decided that our only recourse was to have a
restricted phone put in. Because of a few
dishonest people, once more, everyone must
pay the consequences. Sorry about that, but it
was all we could do.
Dorothie Nordick,
Co-Manager, CMU
Dear Editor:
The Director of Equal Opportunity for
Minority Students, Mabel Thompson, and all
those affiliated with the "Cultural
Extravanganza" and activities occurring last
week would like to thank all visitors, students
and friends for their support and warm
response to the week's activities.
A special thanks to Dr. Almose Thompson,
assistant professor of Education, and Dr.
James Condell, chairman of the Psychology
Department, for their
support on the
seminars presented earlier in the week's
activities.
A thousand-thirteen-and-three-fourths
thanks to all. We do hope you'll be attending
our next cultural events where we promise to
be more entertaining than ever before.
Sincerely,
Rheuhanamus D. Smith
To the Editor:
I seriously question the validity of Jim
Thielman's article on golf in the April 3 issue
of the Advocate. The way it sounds, Thielman
thinks he knows all the answers about how to
conduct sporting events geared to the
enjoyment of the average fan. Well, he has
got another thing coming.
If golf is so boring to the fans, how come it
ranks near the top in attendance and in fan
participation? Also, why have the rules of golf
not changed in over 400 years of existence,
whereas other sports make major changes in
their rules at least every ten years? Add to
this the press and television coverage of golf,
and Thielman is hopelessly "out-clubbed" in
his efforts to find supporters for his so-called
new slow-down game. The founders of the
game of golf must have had their heads on
straight when they originated the game,
because it has endured the two major tests,
time and technology — without any so-called
major changes in its structure and rules.
Nice try, Jim, but we golfers love our sport
just the way it is, and I'm sure most of us
would rather see an accurate shot that takes
some time to prepare, as opposed to a golfer
"flogging" in the rough trying to make up
time on his opponent.
Sincerely,
A1 Ottinger

m imhmi
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NAME THE

BABY CONTEST
NEW HOURS
DRIVE-UP
Monday
Tues.,-Thurs. ...

Look at the pictures of Advocate advertisers in
their ad.
Match the advertiser to the baby picture and

WIN!
$3000

8:30-8:30

Friday
Saturday

9:30to 7:30
CLOSED

PHONE 233-6141-24 HOUR DEPOSITORY
BANK WHERE YOU SHOP.

moorhead stale bank

CONTEST RULES
1) The contest is open to all MSC Students and
and Faculty except Advocate staft.
2) Bring entries and matching Ad to the Advo
cate office between 12-5 o.m. on Thursday,
April 10 or 9-5 p.m. on Friday, April 11.
3) First correct entry wins.

10

(

! Address

J

[Tel. No

S

I

f

Marks Brothers
& W.C. Fields

9p.m.
Weld

Dance - West
Bank Trackers
R&B

9-12 p.m.
C.M.U.

Two Cokes:
"Dutch Treat"

12-12:15
Anywhere

Priceless! Fall In Love

FREE

if Why do you think
they call us
[RNATIVE radio ?

H

WANNA CHEAP THRILL?

J Name

|
This Coupon good for 1 free game of Bowling — MondayI Friday noon till 4 p.m. and all day Saturday.
Expires April 17— Limit 1 per Customer

9:30to 4:30

Located in the Holiday Mall for easy access from Moorhead A Fargo • Phone 233-6141

2 Movie Passes

FREE

LOBBY
9:30to 7:30

12:15-

40"
THAT'S CHEAP

This Friday
Moorhead, MN.

student union program board

The
Inevitable
Answer
6? "16e Srfe*tt7Vo*ld"

You, the consumer have changed the automobile industry. In these days of
economic awareness, the automobile manufacturers have succumbed to your
demands. Today's sales primarily depend upon effiency rather than unneededaccessories.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
You, as a conscientious human being, have become mindfully aware of your
physical well being. Low calorie foods and diet soft drinks are common place in
today s market.But in your own mind you know that this is not enough.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The inevitable answer to both of these questions lies in the most efficient machine
that man has ever developed
the bicycle! Bikeway, "the silent world", Hwy. 75
& 1-94 in the Osco-Buttrey Shopping Complex 233-5544.
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classical guitarist is down to earth
contact with the Moorhead
State College Geography
Department: an insult. She was
passing the department's coffee
room when the voice of "Doc"
(W.D.) Harrison caught her
It started with an innocent ear.
"Everybody gets insulted up
stroll through the corridor of
Bridges Hall and ended with a there," she laughs, "and as an
check for $3,500 from the Bush insecure little freshman, that
Foundation for advanced sort of appealed to me. At least
studies at the University of it showed someone was taking
Minnesota's Geography an interest in me, somebody
cared."
Department.
In the chapter entitled
What for some might be
"Undergraduate College
Career," Debbie Nelson (sr- difficult to swallow, Nelson
Moorhead) will undoubtedly found to be palatable bait and
mark with affection her first accepted the kidding at
mosphere of the relatively
small department with relish.

Editor's note: Part III in a
series. Next week's article will
conclude the Advocate's people
series with a look at a Moorhead
State College administrator.
By Pamela Knudson

Photos by
Dave Skyberg

solely for living expenses next and go somewhere with, with
some students who want to get
year.
If things go well in graduate into it — not just there for the
school, she hopes to go all the credit."
way through for her doctorate,
Meteorology might lead to a
perhaps in the fields of
job in a weather bureau. Other
climatology or meteorology.
avenues might include
"Somehow I can't picture government and industry which
myself as the learned scholar," are continually seeking con
she says, folding her hands on sultants in this field.
her knees in a mockingly prim
When the Geography
pose. "Actually, it kind of
scares me. It doesn't fit the kind Department was listed among
eight programs on MSC's
of picture I had of myself."
campus to be reviewed by the
"I thought I'd be married," State College Board, the
she adds, "and live in some reaction was naturally
defensive.
suburb of Minneapolis."

Her parents say little either
way, she notes. "They think it's
"I started out the usual, wonderful if I want it, and if I
normal, undecided freshman. don't want it, it's not so won
Then I latched on to history derful."
since I liked it so well in high
Nelson's occupational plans
school," she recalls. "I
discovered I loved it in high are understandably somewhat
school and hated it in college. hazy. "The only concrete thing I
That department is quite big." can see myself doing right now
is teaching," she says, "but it
all depends on what field I go
into."
She explains: "If I were
teaching I'd become frustrated
unless I had in-depth courses I
could really get my teeth into

"We thought, like all the other
questioned departments: 'They
can't do this to me!' (Since
then, individual program
review committees have been
set up at each state college.
In a More Musical Vein
To listen to classical guitar
music is to love it. And it is
more than mildly apparent that
Nelson loves to play it as well.
In fact, she has devoted seven
years to the study cf classical
guitar, first as a student of
Dr. James Condell, Psychology
Department chairman, and
later with Condell himself. Also
a student of piano and violin,
Nelson is picking up a minor in
music at MSC. "just for me —
my own enjoyment."
The Christmas of her 14th
year garnered a Western-type
guitar, while her mother's
request for lessons at a local
music store netted classical
instructions. Nelson made a
trade-in.
From the beginning, her
exposure to the Spanish-rooted
music excited her.
"After only two weeks of
lessons I knew I could play
something that no one else on
my block could," she says, "not
very many people know this
kind of music."
Compared to the Western
guitar, the classical has nylon
strings instead of steel ones and
does not employ picks or vocal
accompaniment.
Last year, she and Condell
performed duets in concert.
This year, she has been
preparing for their April 19-20
concert at the Rourke Gallery,
Moorhead, in which she will
play for the first hour and he the
second.
"Dr. Condell blocks them (the
audience) out when he's
playing; he attacks his music
seriously," Debbie notices.
"I'm not like that. I have to
acknowledge the audience."
Nelson will be playing
classical guitar music, mostly
of Spanish origin written for
lute and transcribed for guitar.
Some compositions come from
as early as medeival times.

Nelson and best friend at home.

Viewing her music as a very
personal form of expression,
she maintains: "I'm not out
there to wow 'em."
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Room Rate Task Force
proposes $87.79 increase
By Murray Cody
A proposal calling for state
college residence hall programs
to continue retaining their own
income, but with a $87.79 per
student yearly increase, has
been submitted to the Room
Rates Task Force for
its'
Friday, April 11 meeting. Steve
Hegranes (sr-Moorhead), Task
Force head, made the proposal
in opposition to a March 5
proposal made by Norman
Dybdahl, vice chancellor for
Administrative Affairs.
Approved in concept by the
Stae College Board (SC),
Dybdahl's proposal calls for
residence hall income to be
forwarded to the Central Office,
St. Paul, MN. These funds
would then be redistributed to
campuses by a formula basis,
allocating monies on per bed
ratios.
Under Dybdahl's proposal, a
minimum $82 increase per
student because of projected
employee salary increases,
could result in a cut of resident
assistants at Moorhead State
College by one-third, or the
equivalent of 20 positions; a loss
of two maintainance positions;
a loss of $10,00 for supplies and a
custodial staff of about the
same as this year.

formula would indicate these
cuts, although it would be up to
the college to decide the actual
monies to be, distributed to
certain areas of the residence
hall budget. Through Dybdahls's proposal, MSC would
realize a residence hall budget
decrease of $83,611 over what
was originally proposed by the
college for next year.
Significantly, that means a
decrease from $641,860 to
$558,249.
Hegranes' $5.79 addition to
Dybdahl's proposed $82 in
crease along with the retaining
of an individaul college's
residence hall income, would
allow MSC to essentially
operate with the same services
that are provided this year. As
such, it would
give MSC
$240,000 more than Dybdahl
proposed and $158,000 more
than what MSC proposed.
"The major flaw in this
(Dybdahl's) thinking," says
Hegranes in his memo to the
Task Force, "is that when all
factors are computed and ad
ded, it appears that the colleges
with the highest occupancy
levels lose the most in terms of
dollars and services, and those
with the lowest occupancy lose
the least. This kind of thinking
actually penalizes those
The money distribution students who happen to live on a

campus with high occupancy."
Hegranes says his proposal
provides an incentive for the
high occupancy schools to keep
students in the residence halls,
but it does not detract from the
low occupancy schools.
He feels his proposal would
allow state collegs to provide
services and programs that
would guard against declining
enrollment. He says Dybdahl's
proposal would have the effect
of making dorms nothing more
than a human storage area,
detracting from future occupany levels.
MSC did not include in their
budget request the projected
employee salary increases of 15
per cent included in the other
proposals.
Salary increases for em
ployees were computed on a 15
per cent basis in both proposals,
since the salaries are currently
under arbitration and will not
be known until after a final
room rate decision has been
made. Such a salary increase
would appear minimum.
Also, student residence hall
occupancy was projected at a .7
per cent decrease system-wide
for next year. A decrease
further than predicted or a
higher salary increase would
indicate additional room rate
increases in the future.

Popeye's Off Sale
Schlitz
Old Milwaukee
Pabst
Plympia
Delivery Service 236-8666

CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2 YEAR AFROTC PROGRAM.
What's up after college? That question is enough to
get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry,
too. But their immediate future (and longer if they choose)
is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
good job . . . .Travel.Graduate level education. Promotions.
Financial security. And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a
great 2-year AFROTC program still available to you. Look
into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised.
And pleasantly rewarded.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

AN INTIMATE
EVENING IN
CONCERT
WITH

THE VOICE,THE i'
GUITARS & YOU |

ACCOMPANIED
BY PETER
ROBINSON

V
i

GUEST STAR AL STEWART
SATURDAY APRIL 12 8RM.
FORGO CMC AUDITORIUM

4.50 ADVANCE-5.50 AT THE DOOR. AVAILABLE MOTHER'S
RECORDS, STEREOLAND & BUDGET MUSIC STORES
Production by Greathall
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evaluations for
faculty important
By Lynne Bell

The Faculty Senate was
presented April 2 with the
report it requested earlier from
the Faculty Evaluations
Committee. Carol Legrid (soJamestown, ND), Student
Senate coordinator for
evaluations, once again stated
the Student Senate wants a
continued process for faculty
evaluations. They also want the
evaluations to be regarded as
an important process. This is
the reason, Legrid stated, they
wish Faculty Senate en
dorsement of the project.
Senator Charles Magel in
troduced a motion which was
adopted by the Senate. His
proposal would add a section to
the department chairperson job
description in the Faculty
Handbook. The chairperson
would be responsible for
keeping informed on the quality
and effectiveness of his
department members. That
would also entail seeing that
adequate procedures were
established and followed to
insure the chairman was kept
informed and keeping a file of
procedures in the Academic
Affairs office available to the
public.
Discussion on evaluations
continued some time after the
motion was passed. The main
agruments against them
seemed to be there is no
guarantee, since students will
be incharge of evaluations, that
they will select the particular
evaluations they want other
students to read. Some senators
were also concerned student
evaluations would be used in the
promotion and tenure process.
Once again the point was
made that if students want
evaluations, they should do
them themselves.
Dr. Eleanor Ritchie said
students have other ways to
register their desires for
change.
Approved at the meeting was
a major program in foreign
language. This program would
be designed as a second major
language program for students
who might find a second or third
language helpful in another
profession.
Requirements for this major
already approved by the
Council on Curriculum and
Instruction, would call for

taking a foreign language the
entire four years of college. The
second language, though, would
just be studied for two years.
Emphasis would be on the skills
of reading, writing and
speaking. Very little literature,
as such, would be included in
the program, according to
Dr.Theodore Schaum, Foreign
Language Department chair
person.
Next
meeting, Senator
Robert Badal will report on
some of the proposals and
recommendations coming out_
of the General Studies Com
mittee.

woman is
UCM's new
director
The new director of the
United Campus
Ministry
(UCM), 1313 9th Ave. So.,
Moorhead, is Kay Roath, a
recent graduate of North
Dakota State University who is
working towards ordination as a
Methodist minister.
UCM in Moorhead, which
welcomes college students who
are not church-affiliated as well
as those of all denominations,
has been without a campus
pastor since Rev. Richard
Kretzschmar left last August.
Roath, married and the
mother of six, plans to be at the
UCM House from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
and from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Wednesdays as well as other
times students wish ap
pointments.
She intends to reinstitute
discussion groups, services and
retreat programs in the near
future.
Roath is continuing work as
program director at Edgewood
United Methodist Church in
Fargo while serving at UCM.
Her background includes
work as business manager (a
combination bookkeeper and
den mother, she explains) of the
Wesley House, a communal. type dorm on the Montana State
University Campus, and, until
recently, as an education
assistant at First United
Methodist Church in Fargo.

BROADWAY MUSIC
AND GIFT SHOP
Imports From Around The World

SAVE A LIFE. Give blood. Blood
donors needed April 23-24. Sign up in
Student Union April 16-22.
PARTY at Owl House. Thursday
evening at 1023 7th Ave. S.
VARSITY
CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS for the 1975-76 season

ROOMMATES
Male roommate
wanted. Call Joe at 233-3030.
ROOMMATE:

FOR S A L E / R E N T
FOR SALE: Electrophonic amp
with built-in 8-track playerrecorder. Also, one pair Jensen 2way air suspension speakers. Call
Terry at 236-2950.
FOR SALE: Ross 8-track tape deck;

never been used. Excellent
condition. $25 or best offer. Can see
it at 905 S. 17th or call 233-1256.
FOR RENT: Three-bedroom house

located near colleges. Garage, all
appliances and fireplace. Available
June 8. Couple or family preferred.
$270 per month. Call 233-8417.

LOST/FOUND

119 Bdwy.

Fargo
293-9555

ALBUMS
OPEN
10 - 6

I LOVE NANCY NURSE! Unbee!

library too stiff for good studying,
come on over to United Campus
Ministry (1313 9th Ave. S.) — open
evenings during mid-terms. Coffee,
pop, aspirin and TLC available.
WIN 5 PRIZES from the Owls. Color
TV, outboard motor, 2 ten-speed
bicycles and $20. Raffle ticket cost
$1.

PARTY at Owl House. Thursday
evening at 1023 7th Ave. S.
WIN 5 PRIZES from the Owls. Color
TV, outboard motor, 2 ten-speed
bicycles and $20. Raffle tickets cost
$1.

I LOVE NANCY NURSE! Unbee!

Signed: "Q"-sonova.

Signed: "Q"-sonova.

WIN 5 PRIZES from the Owls. Color
TV, outboard motor, 2 ten-speed
bicycles and $20. Raffle ticket cost

CIRCLE K wants you to give blood
April 23 and 24. Sign up in CMU
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m. April 16-22.

$1.

Wanna boogie?
Wanna wanna? Friday from 9 p.m.12 midnight in the CMU Ballroom.
SUPB.
WANNA

COOK?

TV, outboard motor, 2 ten-speed
bicycles and $20. Raffle tickets cost
$1.

WEST BANK TRACKERS. Friday
from 9 p.m. -12 midnight in the CMU
Ballroom. It's free. SUPB.

Call
Birthright! The volunteers will
provide free, confidential help. Help
without pressure... without charge.
Call any weekday... day or night at
701-237-9955.
PREGNANT AND ALONE?

LOST: Spiral bound

black music
book. "The Little Sphinx" by George
Montague. Reward given if
returned. Call 236-2937 or 236-2651.

F O U N D : Gold wire-rimmed
glasses. "Nancy" imprinted. Call
Owens Room 107 at 236-2171.

Sunday Special

WANTED
WANTED: Work sfudy people to
work in Recreation Center and Et
Cetera Shop next year. Apply at the
Et Cetera Shop.
HELP WANTED: Wilderness Bible
Camp needs 2 male counselors to
complete their staff. Interested?
Call Dan at 233-3726.

40

81/2oz. NEW YORK
Cut, reg. $2.79
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg.$2.39
15 oz. T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79

OFF REGULAR

PERSONALS
PARTY at the Owl House. Thursday
evening at 1023 7th Ae. S.
I LOVE NANCY NURSE! Unbee!

Signed: "Q"-sonova.
NOTICE: Laurie moved up from a
36B to a 38B. Congratulations. Keep
up the good work. Mark Eden.

PRICE

These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad,
your choice of dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

ON THESE
THREE STEAKS

J

(I.D.'s must be shown)

WIN 5 PRIZES from the Owls. Color
TV, outboard motor, 2 ten-speed
bicycles and $20. Raffle tickets cost
$1.

o

SIRLOIN PIT.

NO TIPPING

DO YA, DO YA, Do ya wanna
dance? Friday, 9 p.m.-12 midnight.
CMU Ballroom. SUPB.

•'COME AS YOU ARE''

2515 S. University Drive

India Prints
\<9

'Pes &
_

$\ocV
U9hts
'
s
f
,

CLOTHES

DON'T BE CHICKEN. Give blood.
Sign up in CMU April 16-22. Blood
donations will be taken April 23-24 in
the Ballroom.

WIN 5 PRIZES from the Owls. Color

TAPESTRIES -JEWELRY
LEATHER
GOODS

will be held at 4 p.m., Wednesday,
April 16 in Nemzek. Practices will be
held Friday, Monday and Tuesday,
April 11, 14 and 15 at 3 p.m. in
Nemzek's Wrestling Room.

IF THE DORM is too noisy and the

ets

°Pen
a

o,;r

"s

Ladies
Tops
A
*5*
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thefts on MSC Campus
decreasing; 80 reported
over the last 10 months
By Glenn Gullickson
There has been a decrease in
the number of acts of vandalism
and theft reported at Moorhead
State College according to Mike
Pehler, assistant director for
Student Development and
coordinator of the Night Wat
chman program.
The exact percentage of the
decrease is difficult to deter
mine because last year's
figures cover only residence
hall areas. As of July 1, 1974,
academic buildings have also
came under Pehler's
jurisdiction.
There have been 80 reported
thefts since last 'July, Pehler
estimatesthis to be about 20 per
cent less than last year at this
time. The cost of items taken
averages $144 per theft,
compared to an average of $62
per theft last year.

announcements
Ross F. Ralston whose
engagement to speak on "The
Conspiracy the murdered
President Kenney" was can
celled, has been rescheduled to
speak Monday, April 28. Times
will be announced later.

"If you're going to report it,
report it right away," Pehler
advises students who have had
something stolen." He says
that a three to four month delay
between the theft and report is
common and frustrating.
Reports can be made to the
watchmen or to Pehler's office
in the Housing Office in Ballard
Hall. Reports can also be made
to the Moorhead police.

Bread for the World Week is
scheduled for April 12-20.
Activities planned include: a
lecture by Don Scoby, NDSU
environmentalist, at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday, April 14 in the CMU
Ballroom; a Contemporary
Worship Service at 9:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, April 15 at the House,
619 S. 10th, Moorhead; a 10 a.m.
Convocation panel on the World
Hunger problem, Wednesday,
April 16 in the CMU lounge;
films and a work-a-thon
cleaning Centennial Park from
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday, April
19.

Following termination of
Spring Quarter 1975, the
position of Moorhead State
College Pools Supervisor will be
vacated. This position is open to
any MSC student who possesses
a current Water Safety In
struction (WSI) card. If in
terested, submit your name,
address and telephone number
to Margaret Moore in the
"We have taken reports Physical Education Depart
For more information, call
covering an 89 cent package of ment, or Bob Jappe, 219
hot dogs," Pehler says. While Ballard. Interviews will be Concordia College Information,
such losses may not be serious requested at the end of Spring 299-4000.
the report does tell Pehler Quarter.
where thefts are occurring.

Other losses reported in the . Varsity cheerleading tryouts
last year include a motorcycle, for the 1975-76 season will be
clothes and stereos from the held at 4 p.m. Wednesday, April
residence halls and a tape deck 16 in Nemzek. Practice sessions
from the Union.
will be at 3 p.m., Friday,
Monday and Tuesday, April 11,
Pehler encourages students 14 and 15 in Nemzek's Wrestling
to join Operation Identification. Room.
Of the 80 thefts, 26 occurred in A number can be engraved on
academic buildings, with 54 in all belongings making location
residence halls and parking of the items easier if they are
Lutheran students on campus
lots.
stolen. Information is available
are invited to a "Sing Along" at
at the Housing Office.
8 p.m., Friday, April 11 in the
Six persons have been ap
Dahl Hall Lounge.
prehended in connection with as
many thefts.
A college gathering will be
held from 9:30-10:45 a.m. on
While 48 cases of vandalism
Sunday, April 13 at The Room.
have been reported since July 1,
The Room is located at
only one person has been
Applications are now being Redeemer Lutheran Church,
caught. Eight vandalisms have
o c c u r r e d d u r i n g S p r i n g accepted for the position of 14th St. So. in Moorhead. Free
office manager at Dahl and coffee, rolls and juice will be
Quarter.
Neumaier Halls. Applications served. At 7 p.m. there will be
Broken glass doors is a may be obtained from y the Bible study at The Room.
common result of vandalism on reception desks in those halls.
At 9:30 p.m. Tuesday, April
the campuS. Pehler says that it Applicants should possess at
is difficult to determine if the least a 2.3 GPA, and preferably 15, a worship service will be
doors are broken by accident have had RA, deskworker, or held at The House, located at
comparable outside experience. 619 10th St. So. in Moorhead.
or on purpose.
All applications must be turned Bible study will be at 9 p.m.,
"We don't know who they are. in to the two reception desks by Wednesday, April 16 in the
Library, Room 207.
We don't know why they do it," April 24.
Pehler says of the vandals.

BEER
(Returnable Pints)

RED WHITE & BLUE.
COLD SPRING,
WISCONSIN PREMIUM,
BUCKHORN,
HAUENSTEIN
BLACKH0RSE ALE
KEGS
'/4 bbl. - '/2 bbl.

UTE (low calorie)
(Cons and Bottles)

BLATZ-6/pacs
Liquor —VWne—Cordials
Beer—ke—Munchies
II tea >\ l'vrs<nuili ztil St-rricv

"ROUNDHOUSE"
94 LIQUORS

12th Ave. S & Old Hiway 52
236-9494—Moorhead

CREATiVEl
CRAITI

office managers
needed in dorms

Extra watchmen have been
assigned to the parking lot
areas during Spring Quarter.
"In the spring people tend to
leave more stuff in their cars,"
Pehler says.

MAKE EPK0 INC.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES AND
EQUIPMENT.

The Moorhead Police
Department has told Pehler
that for every theft reported
there are generally two or three
that go unreported.

Staying In
Moorhead
This
Summer?
Tired of the hassle of not
being able to cash your
hometown checks? Look
into opening a checking
account with the Moorhead
State Bank.
CONTACT

Nels Baden

V

At the bank, or call 2336141 for information. (Ask
for Nels.)

Phone :
293-3388

epko-inc.

631 N.P. Avenue, Fargo

235-6651
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Student Activity Budget
(con't from P. 1)
After receiving the requests
the committee was faced with
the task of cutting the requested
amount by $60,000 — there being
a $50,000 difference between the
requests and money that the
committee had to work with. It
is felt that a $10,000 reserve
should be provided in the final
budget.
Philipps sees several reasons
for having the reserve. Some
activites will not bring in the
amount of income they are
projecting now. Enrollments
may not fulfill the expected
levels, decreasing the amount
of activity fee money taken in.
Some groups run out of money
becuase of sudden price
increases. Other organizations
may participate in unforseen
events, such as being invited to
a speech of athletic contest.
"We try to be fair," Philipps
says of the committee's work of
cutting the requests.
To qualify for student activity
fund money an activity must be

open to everyone with the
ability or interest to participate.
Special interest groups, such as
campus political organizations,
cannot receive money.
The number of students
participating in an activity and
its contribution to the overall
educational and recreational
program is considered by the
committee.
President Roland Dille
will receive the budget April 11.
Dille has final authority over
the budget.
Students on the committee
are Student Senate President
Jean Farrand (jr-Sioux Falls,
SD), Bob Melendy (jrMoorhead), Faye Couch (srHermosa, SD), Mike Pratt (frMadison , IA) and Dave
Krueger (jr-Park Rapids).
Besides Philipps faculty and
staff members are Brent
Moore, director of Student
Activities; Earl Herring, vice
president of Administrative
Affairs and Robert MacLeod
vice president of Student
Personnel.

April 14-20

Indian Week planned here
American Indian Week ob
servances in the FargoMoorhead Community, April 1420, will be highlighted on the
Moorhead State College
Campus through presentations
by members of the White Roots
of Peace.
An educational and public
relations organization of
Iroquois from New York White
Roots members travel
ex
tensively throughout the US and
Canada discussing con
temporary problems of Native
Americans in an effort to
develop broader understanding
among American Indians and
other cultures.
About 15 members are ex
pected to live on the MSC
campus durng the week while
various members speak in
some classes, manage seminars
and exhibits, present a film
festival, host special events and
participate in informal
discussion sessions.
Some of the members will be
participating in events on the

North Dakota State University
and Concordia College cam
puses, also, as well as in general
community activities during the
week.
All of their programs, on and
off campus, are open to the
general public without charge
and are being conducted
unofficially as one of the
features of this year's Cen
tennial observances in the F-M
area.
Their MSC schedule includes:
Wednesday, April 16 — con
vocation program at 10 a.m. in
Weld Hall Auditorium; Thur
sday, April 17 — classroom
visits 9 to 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in
MacLean Hall Rooms 221, 223
and 259;
Thursday, April 17 and

Friday, April 18 — Seminars
and exhibits in teepees on the
Mall or in MSC Library, all day
both days; film festival both
days, showings at 1,4 and 7 p.m.
in Weld Hall Auditorium and a
social event both evenings at
7:30 p.m. in Comstock
Memorial Student Union;
Friday, April 18 — White
Roots members speak and visit
in MacLean Hall classrooms on
three specific topics: on jour
nalism at 11 a.m. in Room 103,
on ecology at noon in Room 101
and on political science topics at
11 a.m. in Room 115.
For more information,
contact John Foote, history
instructor in the MSC Minority
Group Studies Program and
coordinator of Indian Week
activities at MSC, Phone 2362832.

Village West Kegs
At low, low prices

MSC students
attend MSCSA
Legislative Day
DUANE'S
HOUSE OF

310
CENTER AVE.
MOORHEAD

PIZZA

233-6181
How to make jour last two
years of college mean even
more...at M S C
DELIVERY
SERVICE

lake the A''my KOTC Two-Year
Pr"grnm.
It you've iust about completed
your second year of college, and you're
planning on two more, it's not tm late
to take Army KOTC.
Abu start the program with
six-weeks of Basic Camp (you'll be paid
for it I between your sophomore and
junior years.
Then it's back to school in the
fall. Learning how to become an Army

officer while you're working on your
college degree. Earning an extra $100
a month, up to ten months a year.

And two years later, you'll
graduate with your degree, your com
mission as an Army officer, and
some real experience at leading and
managing people.
The last two years of college
mean a lot.Take the Army ROTC
Two-Year Program and you can make
them mean a lot more.

By Cleo Sedlacek
Thursday, April 3, 12 MSC
students traveled via a Student
Senate-sponsored bus to a
Legislative Affairs Day at the
Minnesota State Capitol in St.
Paul. The event was sponsored
by the Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
and attracted students from
each of the seven state colleges.
The day's schedule included
meetings with legislative
leaders, meetings with in
dividual home legislators , a
chance to view the chambers of
the Senate and House in
operation and an executive
meeting for the governor and
heads of each of the state
college organizations.
Matters discussed included
university status for state
colleges, liquor on college
campuses, the governor's
request for a two-year tuition
freeze, a "super board"
governing all higher education
in Minnesota, minimum wage
l e g i s l a t i o n ,
t h e
decriminalization of marijuana
laws and the addition of the
word "students" to the state's
anti-discrimination law. All of
these matters are still in their
committees and are therefore
very subject to input.
Lorelei Giddings (sr-Chisago
City), past Student Senate
secretary and head of the MSC
delegations, said, "Overall, it
was a very informative day. I
thought that MSCSA could have
organized and structured the
events to give the day more
direction and effect, but I was
generally pleased. I was im
pressed by my meeting with
Governor Anderson. He seemed
a warm and responsive person
and a real friend to
the
student."

'Village West Liquors has the best darn
prices on spring kegs"!

VILLAGE WEST LIQUORS
Village West Shopping Center
Across from West Acres.

STOP IN AND FIND OUT HOW YOUR
ORGANIZATION CAN WIN A KEG.

Mayville, N.D.
OUR HOME TOWN

A series of sound portraits
illustrating character of life
in small towns
KCCM
91.1 FM
7:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

WQ>Vf
Funds for this series were provided by the North Dakota Committee tor the Humanities and Public Issues
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MSC sculpture attempts universal recognition
By Donna Bart
Flowing colors, fascinating
shapes and well-developed use
of space characterize Catherine
(so-Moorhead)
Mulligan's
sculpture exhibit currently
showing in the Center for the
Arts Gallery.
Through the use of various
materials, Mulligan attempts to
portray the third dimension.
Her plastic art objects
especially emphasize this
theme.
"Sculpture," said Mulligan,
"is so pure. It controls space.
Paintings create an illusion of
space but sculpture has form; it
commands the environment."

past reflected in it. The plastics
take in light and do strange
things to the object."
Colors that seem to flow are
present in the "Sea Box"
sculpture. "This work," she
said,
"reminds me of the
beginning of the movie, 'A Man
and A Woman' where the
windshield wiper cleans the
glass and everything appears so
sparkling afterward."
Mulligan felt that ideas for
pieces come from being aware
of the environment. "You take
what ever you see from your
surroundings and then try to
develop a piece. Hopefully from
this you can develop a signature
or characteristic that is all your
own."

Some of Mulligan's work also
reflect the time she spent in a
greenhouse when she was
younger. The "Flower,"
"Wind" and "Land Box"
pieces, for example, emphasize By Jeff Baenen
different aspects of the growing
process of plants. Mulligan said Country Life by Roxy Music
her inspiration for "Land Box" Another Time, Another Place
came from neglected sprouts by Bryan Ferry
which seem to lean toward the Taking Tiger Mountain (By
sun and die when nobody buys Strategy) by Eno
them.
With last year's Stranded,
Roxy Music finally established
The plastics in Mulligan's itself as a forerunner of avant
exhibit are perhaps the most garde decadence. Country Life
interesting of the show. They is an extension of Stranded —
make effective use of color, campy, silly, but always en
shape and space and express a tertaining. Decadence may be a
number of meanings.
lost cause, but Roxy Music is
anything but outdated. Andy
•' "The "Sky Totem" operates MacKay's saxophone sounds as
like a camera obscura," biting as ever, excelling on
Mulligan commented. "When I "Prairie Rose," a tribute to (of
had it at home near a window I all things) Texas.
could see the cars which went
Roxy Music's leader Bryan

arts

"In my pieces I do not try to
promote my own conception of
an object or idea," she said.
Instead I try to portray each as
universal where everyone can
view it and recognize a different
form."
Mulligan is a three-time
award winner. Many of the
pieces in her current exhibit
come from other shows. Last
year she was awarded a best
sculpture award for her
"Button" piece. She has also
exhibited at the Manisphere
International Jury Art Show for
the past four years and is
currently maintaining another
exhibit at the conservatory in
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

o
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TIE CHB/Y SHOP
Interstate 94 and Hiway 75
South Moorhead — 236-8200

Sunshine Super
Deal *1
'71 Corvette Coupe
(Orange) 454 Automatic/Air,
Power Brakes and Windows
%

1

$ >1 Q Q 1
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CALL MARL KEIFER 236-8200

discussion

Ferry takes off on his second
solo outing, Another Time,
Another Place. Ferry's first
album, These Foolish Things,
startled many with its in
teresting interpretations of such*
rock standards as "A Hard
Rain's A 'Gonna Fall" and
"It's My Party." Ferry adds a
Bowie-ized touch to this
collection, but the joke falls flat.
Too much of a good thing, as the
saying goes.
Former Roxy Music syn
thesizer genius Eno also
presents his second solo blow, a
concept album about Red China
entitled Taking Tiger Mountain
(By Strategy). Selections in
clude a hypnotic "Burning
Airlines Give You So Much
More," "The Fat Lady of
Limbourg," "Mother Whale
Eyeless." Eno has titles as
weird as Zappa's, but that is
where the similarity ends. Hohum.

April 10-12 — MSC Theatre Department presents The Time Play Don't Worry by Mick
of Your Life, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., 75 cents for MSC Ronson
students with ID, $2, all others.
Young Americans by David
April 11 — SUPB Friday Night Film Club presents An Bowie
David ^Bowie's former
Evening with W. C. Fields and the Marx Brothers, Weld
guitarist
Mick Ronson (who
Auditorium, 7 p.m., 10 cents.
April 11 — SUPB presents West Bank Trackers, dance, was Mott the Hoople's latest
guitarist until they fell apart)
CMU Ballroom, 9-12 p.m., free.
provides a few frills but few
April 13 — Collegiate Choral Concert, Weld Auditorium, thrills on his latest solo, Play
8:15 p.m.
Don't Worry. On the plus side: a
April 14-25 — Brita Sheldon, senior art show, CA Gallery. frenzied rave-up of "The Girl
April 16 — MSC Theatre Department presents Star Trek Can't Help It," complete with
films, Weld Auditorium, 7 and9 p.m., 50 cents.
falsetto backing by Mott's Ian
ir

"Secundity 2," one of Catherine Mulligan's art objects is currently on display
in the CA Gallery.

Hunter. On the minus side: a
dirge-like ballad entitled "The
Empty Bed." It is much better
than Ronno's first album, but
that's not saying much.

Bowie's latest attempt (if it
can be called that) should lay to
rest any rumors that he has a
chance for a comeback.
Abandoning his glitter image
for a brooding, soulful posture,
Bowie proves that he was a
mere flash in the pan. Not even
the help of John Lennon (who
has turned into a sessionman
for many failing acts, including
his own) can salvage his flop.
Flog, flog, flog that dead horse,
Davey. Oh, how he wants to be
black.

Mad Dog by John Entwhistle's
Ox
Two Sides of the Moon by Keith
Moon
The Who's bassist and
drummer have come out with
solo albums that provide some
passing interest. Mad Dog,
Entwhistle's fourth, is just
another patchwork assembly of
unused Who tunes that could be
best used as change-of-pace
numbers on Who albums.
Moon surrounds himself on
his solo trip with excellent back
up musicians (Fanny, Joe
Walsh, Rick Nelson), but
embarrasses them all,
especially with an overblown,
orchestrated version of the
Beach Boy's "Don't Worry
Baby." Moon's voice can best
be compared to that of a cat in
heat. Why don't these people
worry about their groups in
stead of trying to feed their own
egos?

Interested
in the Arts?
Arts Editor and Writers
wanted for 1975-76 School
Year.
Call Tom Lundquist at
236-2551 — if you're in
terested!

A/ttceddi

DIAMOND RINGS

REGISTERED FOR
QUALITY-INSURED
FOR SAFETY

Neubarlh's
Jewelry
Located for your con
venience in the Moorhead
City Mall.

IVt)?M
DO ALL YOUR SPRING SHOPPING
IN

Climatized Comfort
At The

Moorhead
Center Mall
(Open Sundays)
10 - 8:30 Weekdays
10 - 5:30 Saturday
1 - 5:00 Sunday
In The Heart of Downtown Moorhead
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MSC receives 'Excellent' speech rating
Seven students from the
Speech Department
represented Moorhead State
College the week of March 23 at
the National Pi Kappa Delta
forensic convention in
Philadelphia, PA.
Diane Baseman competed in
Oral Interpretation; Faye
Couch in Speaking to Entertain;
Pam Luttmers in Informative
Speaking; Nancy Moore in

Oratory; Wayne Struble in
Extemporaneous Speaking and
Jane Reynolds and Wanda
Wittenberg in Traditional
Debate.

Sweepstakes rating of Ex
cellent, given only twenty per
cent of the schools in at
tendance.

. Pi Kappa Delta is the nation's
Basemen, Couch and Struble largest college organization for
all received ratings of Excellent the promotion of excellence in
among the 576 delegates from all areas of public speaking.
the 120 U.S. colleges and The Philadelphia Convention
universities in attendance. was a special observance of the
Overall, MSC received a nation's bicentennial.

take
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By Bruce R. Miller
THEATRE BUSSES STUDENTS
MSC students wishing to participate in the next Tri-College
Theatre Bus Trip to the Twin Cities may make reservations and
obtain additional information by calling the MSC Theatre Box
Office, 236-2271.
The Fargo-Moorhead Community Theatre Board of Directors
Wednesday announced the plays to be produced during the 1975-76
season. The selection is highlighted by a special play, "Giants In
The Earth," produced in conjunction with the sesquicentennial
celebration of Norwegian settlement of the Upp^r Midwest.
Cost for a ticket and charter bus transportation will be $7.25
apiece. The bus will leave MSC at noon and begin the return trip
right after the play.
—555—

D'Artagnan (Michael York) protects himself from Milady's (Faye Dunaway) treachery.

"GUTHRIE 2" HOLDS REGIONAL AUDITIONS
Guthrie 2, the Guthrie's new second theater, scheduled to begin
production in Fall 1975, will hold open regional auditions for its first
season's acting company during the week of April 28 in Min
neapolis.
Described by Eugene Lion, Guthrie 2's artistic director, as "an
environment of controversy and provocation, with the emphasis on
living writers and new plays," the Guthrie 2 company will mount
an initial season which will run for approximately 30 weeks.
Actors auditioning are asked to prepare at least two audition
pieces with a combined length of 5 minutes. Included should be a
piece of Shakespeare or other Elizabethan writers and a strongly
contrasting selection.
Those interested in auditioning for Guthrie 2 may call Mary Rose
Ciatti at the Guthrie (612) 377-2824 after April 10 to schedule an
audition appointment. Auditions are open to both Equity and nonEquity actors.
—555—
OSCAR SURPRISES AUDIENCE WITH
UNEXPECTED WINNERS AND BORING SHOW

'four', like 'three', proves exciting too
By Bruce R. Miller
Film actors used to complain
that all of their best scenes
ended up on the cutting room
floor — that was until Richard
Lester came along.
Lester, a very enterprising
director, decided after filming
his blockbuster adaptation of
Alexander Dumas classic novel,
"The Three Musketeers," that
he had too much material to be
confined in one movie. Rather
than edit the entire film into one
"super-picture' of epic
proportions, he made two, using
those scenes which were
inappropriate for the first in the
second, a sequel of sorts en
titled, "The Four Musketeers."
Surprisingly enough, the
scenes that would have gone
unnoticed or into the
wastebasket had there been
only one "Musketeer" picture,
are every bit as good as those
found in the original and in
many respects, more realistic.
While "Three Musketeers"
relied heavily on comedy for its
success, "Four" does not. In
stead, it has action and ad
venture as its key factor with
humor thrown in only to un
derline the most basic scenes.
Those characters who
provided much of the comedy in
the first (Raquel Welch and
Jean Pierre Cassel) have very
little to do in this episode and
appear primarily because they
were so integral to the plot of
"Three." Omitting them
altogether would have made
this movie appear disjointed in
comparison with the first and
would have defeated the pur
pose (that of satirizing the
swashbucklers of the thirties) of
even making the films at all.

Figuring heavily into
"Four's" plot, instead, are
Michael York as D'Artagnan,
the country bumpkin turned
Musketeer; Faye Dunaway as
the sinister but sensuous
Milady; Charleton Heston as
the crafty Cardinal Richelieu
and Oliver Reed as Athos, the
alcoholic Musketeer soured on
women as the result of a bad
relationship savored early in
life.
George MacDonald Fraser's
screenplay does not merely
involve this group in a new plot,
it simply continues the old one.
Milady, her criminal com
panion Rochefort (Christopher
Lee) and Richelieu are again
scheming against Queen Anne
(Geraldine Chaplin) and her
lover, the British Duke of
Buckingham (Simon Ward);
D'Artagnan is continuing his
romance with the beautiful
Constance (Welch), the Queen's
clumsy dressmaker cum
messenger and the remaining
Musketeers (Reed, Richard
Chamberlain and Frank
Finley) are still sharpening
dueling skills.
The film begins at a slow pace
in order to refresh one's
memory, but soon as Milady
gets the idea that Constance and
the meddling musketeers must
be destroyed in order to save
the country, the action picks up
and the movie then proceeds at
the high pace that became the
hallmark of its predecessor.
The humorous one-liners
although not as abundant, still
remain in the plot (the one-eyed
Rochefort, awaiting execution
by a firing squad, rejects a
blindfold explaining, "I'll
simply close my good eye ")

and the gritty atmosphere of the
17th century French villages is
again on display despite much
of the action taking place in the
countryside.
If there are any shortcomings
in Fraser's very inventive
script and Lester's imaginative
direction, they will be found in
the characterizations of the
principals. Far too often "Four
Musketeers" relies on material
from the first film to justify why
an individual reacts in a certain
manner. While a flashback
sequence at the beginning tries
to recapture the gist of
"Three's" plot, it does nothing
for the actors who are simply
continuing their first per
formance, not recreating it and
merely confuses those viewers
who never saw the first film.
Had there been a few more
new establishing sequences
setting the
stage for the
chracters, "Four" could very
well have been divorced from
its predecessor and stood on its
own.
Nevertheless, "The Four
Musketeers" is still a fine
movie despite a siamese-twin
existence. It overflows with a
wealth of excellent per
formances (particularly by
Faye Dunaway and
Oliver
Reed), drowns its cast in
dazzling costumes and brings
the story's dreamlike at
mosphere back to reality with a
dramatic and violent ending
that is set against a very stark
and natural background.
Like its predecessor, "Four"
never once struggles to give us
some
fun and excitement. It
\
comes naturally — not just for
one actor or technician but for
them all.

Ellen Burstyn
"Best Actress

Academy Awards shows have always been known to be different
and this year's presentation was no exception. Not only was it the
fastest paced production in recent memory but the most boring as
well.
Unfortunately for the program's overall pace, there were no
streakers, no excessively drunk presenters and no dissident actors
refusing to accept the gold statuette should they win.
The only hint of controversy (feeble as it was) came briefly when
Frank Sinatra (doing his part as this year's John Huston) criticized
Dustin Hoffman (a "Best Actor" nominee for "Lenny") for.
refusing to show up for the event because he felt it was an
"outlandish display of crash commercialism."
Sinatra, a self-appointed spokesman for the entire Academy, also
stated that the organization would not be responsible for any of the
winner's political comments. His gallantry was hardly necessary,
however, since the winners for "Best Documentary Film" were the
only ones who even suggested disapproval with current govern
ment decisions. Considering the fact that the winner, "Hearts &
Minds", dealt with questions about U.S. involvement in the Viet
Nam war, though, it was no big crime that they should mention
their prejudices. Their film expressed them throughout anyway.
Of the major winners perhaps the nods to Art Carney ("Harry
andTonto") and Robert de Niro ("Godfather, Part 2") (for "Best
Actor" and "Supporting Actor") were the most unexpected.
...Continued on Page 1 3

ENDING
For Service Call 235-2823from 7 a.m.-ll p.m.
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Summer Study Tour
To Europe $89000

EOMS Week work helps pull
MSC minorities together
By Zoe Ames
Cultural
Extravanganza
Week, sponsored by Equal
Opportunity for Minority
Students (EOMS) was a
success, according to Billy
Daniels, Coordinator (srRaleigh, NC). He feels,"If we
touched one person and made
him think then all the seminars
were worth it. We tried to show
the students that we're human,
no different than anybody else.
The seminars showed our
intellectual side and our
positions not only on racial
issues but on issues in general."

Featured in the concert
Friday were Harold Barney (soChicago) on keyboards,
Kenneth Thomas (jr-Chicago)
on drums and Marilyn Breck
(so-Chicago) and Barbara
Marsh (sr-Billings, MT), vocals.
Special guest musicians were
Curtis Robinson. MSC grad
uate, on bass and Charles
Washington on saxophone.
Together, they comprised the

Daniels believes the seminars
gave people a new perspective
on minorities. "The people that
participated gained a lot. They
saw all different sides of
minority people and that's what
this week was all about." The
best part for the black
community, continued Daniels,
"was the satisfaction of
knowing that we could all pull
together and do it. We were able
to push aside personal
disagreements. That alone
made all the frustrations and
anxieties worth it."

V.

take

June 10 - July 7

group called Life Force
Revisited.
Songs performed included
"Shadow of Your Smile," by
Barbara Marsh, accompanied
by Curtis Robinson on guitar,
"The Return", an original jazz
piece, composed by Tyler
Liggett (jr-Spokane, WA), and
"Black Coffee", an original
piece by Harold Barney and
Kenneth Thomas.

CONTACT: Trisha Rorvig

Popeye's Off Sale
Get Your Kegs For Spring
Boogies At
Popeye's.
Delivery Service
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236-8666

Carney, previously considered the darkest horse in the race, was
such a surprise victor that even Academy officials did not seat him
in the choice front row center area. In that place instead was Jack
Nicholson who was seeded to win the race without any real com
petition. When Carney was announced as the winner he notonly had
to climb over a row of others in attendance but poor Nicholson as
well.

Fred Astaire (a nominee for "Best Supporting Actor for
"Towering Inferno") was also regarded as a shoo-in in his
category. The program's director, Howard Koch, was so confident
that he would win in fact, that he even planned a production
number around Astaire's illustrious career in films. After losing
the "Best Supporting Actor" Oscar, though,the entire evening took
on a bad atmosphere for Fred. Even Sammy Davis Jr. singing and
Daniels expressed his dancing a medley of songs from Astaire musicals could not make
gratitude to Mabel and A1 up the loss.
Thompson, Dr. James Condell,
Mel Kendrick, stores that
On the female side of the roster, Ellen Burstyn and Ingrid
provided clothing for the Bergman emerged as the winners for their respective perform
fashion show and everybody in ances in "Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore" and "Murder on the
general. "I gained respect for Orient Express."
all of the people that helped out. Burstyn, this year's absent winner, was performing on Broadway
They did a good job. For the and could not be excused from her play "Same Time Next Year" to
amount of work we did, I think attend.
the week went really well."
Ingrid Bergman, chocking up her third win, felt that she did not
deserve to win "Best Supporting Actress." Instead, she said it
The Cultural Extravanganza should have gone to Valentina Cortese (for "Day for Night"). • Her
ended last week with a fashion convictions were not too strong, however, since she accepted the
show Thursday and jazz concert award and then proceeded to thank everyone who ever voted for
Friday.
her in any race she's ever been in.
"Rags to Riches" was the
fashion show theme, which
most student models
interpreted to mean "here are
some of the better things in life
students living in rags today
can look forward to after
graduation."

In other categories Francis Ford Coppola walked away with
three Oscars (for "Best Adapted Screenplay, "Best Direction" and
"Best picture" — all for "Godfather Part 2") and his father,
Carmine Coppola, won "Best Original Score" for his work on
Godfather Part 2." In total, "Godfather Part 2'won six of the gold
statuettes.
"Best Original Screenplay" honors went to Robert Towne for
*'Chinatown" (that film's only winner), "Best Song" to "We May
B o t h m e n a n d w o m e n Never Love Like This Again" from "Towering Inferno," and "Best
modeled previews of spring and Foreign Film" to "Amarcord."
summer wear that included
sportswear, some business
Show Times:
clothes, a few examples of
12:15 Daily
formal attire and some ideal
235-6224
examples of school wear.
1:15 Sunday

DAISIES
$1.99

A Dozen

Center Avenue Plaza

O^ma70
So. Hwy. 81

237-0022

Onono.1
West Acres Center

282-2626
^Auema.11
West Acres Center

282-2626
^TAtelVCUf
302 Main Ave.

293-1430

WEDDING
INVITATIONS and
ANNOUNCEMENTS,
NAPKINS,
BRIDAL BOOKS,
ACCESSORIES

4&k

" • Card
Tarri and
and Gift
<
Shop

the gift shop in West Acres

Starts Friday April 11th
"Shampoo"
See Ad Below

R

Now Showing!
'The Four Musketeers"
Eve.-7:00-9:15

PG

Starts Friday, April nth
"The Groove Tube"
Fri.-Sat.-7:00-8:30-10:00
Sun.-Thurs.-7:30-9:15
R

— judith crist, new york magazine

warren beatty
julie christie • goldie hawn

'Higher Learning'
... a complete
course ...
M

mmm

g

from Columbia Pictures A Rersky-Bright/Vista Feature

CINEMA I
WESTACRES

ALL IN COLOR
119 Bdwy, Fargo

G

"Mob Job Girls"

H '

NOWSHOWING

Eve. -7:00-9:00

"the la dolce vita'
for the 1970's'.'

3 CARTOONS AND 2 MOVIES

"Annie Fannie"

Starts Tonight!
Escape to Witch Mountain"

shampoo is the
smash of the year

XXX Rated

"Super Screw"

Holiday Mall

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 11TH!

CARTOON CARNIVAL!
"The Babysitter"

' <iii

CASH & CARRY SPECIAL

BROADWAY

Various Moorhead-Fargo
stores gave their full
cooperation in providing clothes
for the show, which was emceed
by Alistaire Blackwell (jrBaltimore, MD) and Warner
Jackson (sr-St. Paul).

Howard Freeberg

Directorol Program, MSC

UNDER GRADUATES WELCOME!

Continued From

5*5

o p Dr.

Education Dept., MSC

Comparative Education
& International Under
standing — 6 credits.
Please contact us by
May 10, 1975.

EVE.-7:15-9:30
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Captain Mertes-a question of leadership
By Jim Thielman

Some people are born to lead,
others are thrust into the role.
Tony Mertes (jr-Breckenridge)
may be either, depending on
who you believe, him or his
mother.

"After I was overseas," he
recalls. "I spent my last year in
the service down South and I
only worked one out of every
three days. I never had
anything to do so I played tennis
four or five hours a day."

can get it, but the problem is
you don't get warmed up until
8:30 and then we leave at a
quarter to nine."

Mertes says the thin crowds
that do appear at the matches
frustrates him because they
Commenting on his selection
Mertes says he refined the expect so much. "They're used
as captain of the Dragon Tennis game last year with the help of to watching tennis on T.V. and
team, he observes there are his number one doubles part that's about all they know about
only two returning lettermen on ner, Sam Schroyer, who has the game. They're used to long
this year's team and he is the since graduated.
exciting rallies and we don't
oldest, so he says it was not
necessarily have that here."
much of a selection.
"We expected to have a really
good team this year," says
As an example of many MSC
"I'm just a born leader, that's Mertes, "But two players from students' ignorance of the
what my mom told me," he last year who were supposed to game, he says many times
recalls. "Actually, I've just got return didn't come back. We'll someone will be running around
a lot of suck with the coach." have a great team next year," the track while the team is
he forsees. "We'll take the playing. The courts lie inside
Suck or no suck, Mertes ac conference. That's a predic the track but the player must
cepts the job admirably. tion."
utilize the track to return balls
Reclining on his bed with a copy
and serve. "They act like you
of "The Inner Game of Tennis"
He says playing number one don't go anywhere except
following a season-opening singles is an advantage for him within the in-bounds lines. They
defeat at the hands of a fresh because even if he loses every don't figure you have to chase
man, Mertes points to the book match he knows he will play any balls," he says with disgust.
and says, "I feel it's my top-notch tennis players.
responsibility as captain of the
Mertes is not one for ritual or
team to learn as much about
Commenting on the team's 7 medals. "I use my subconscious
tennis as I can to help my fellow a.m. practice time, he admits to block out Jesus when I play,"
teammates."
he is not a morning person. It is says the 24-year-old star. "I
his philosophy that practice don't use the sign of the cross
Stardom at Moorhead State should come shortly before the before every serve like some
College came to Mertes only time a match is normally basketball players do before
after a stint in the military played. "And you don't play every free throw, or do things
where he humbly admits, "I many matches at seven in the like the guy who always drib
was a war hero." Actually, it is morning," he notes. "I'm not bles 39 times and stops and
Uncle Sam who MSC can thank blaming anyone. I realize we shoots."
for Mertes' tennis prowess.
One would be led to believe
have to take the gym when we

Baseball Team may travel
to NIC opener at Winona
By Charles Warner
With a little help from Mother
Nature, the MSC Baseball
Team may get its first taste of
the outdoors as well as some
stiff competition, as the
Dragons travel to Winona this

weekend. Although Winona has
also been restricted to the in
doors, they may be somewhat
polished due to the 10-day
southern trip they took two
weeks ago.
Veteran coach, Bill Thomas,

East Gate Liquors
233-3232
For Your Favorite Parties
CHECK OUR KEGS:

Schlitz - Michelob
Pabst - Olympia
Schmidt
123 21st St. So.
Moorhead

Tony Mertes. Photo by Bruce Crummy.

that anyone as free from
hangups as this would en
counter few problems. Not so.
"I've been trying to sell this
for three years," he says
pointing to a Sony reel-to-reel
tape deck. "I make up the want
ads and take them to the Etcetra Shop and they stamp them
and they never stay up more
than a day," says Mertes. "I
think there's a psycho on
campus and he takes my want
ads and puts them in his
Playboys where the centerfold
should be and goes, 'Ahh! Want
Ads!' It isn't fun to make these
stated that pitching is still want ads all the time. When I
questionable as the Dragons get my hands on that guy I'm
have but two lettermen, Swede going to kill him."
Nelson (sr-Okabena) and Chris
Gran (sr-Circle Pines) on the
Mertes' problems sometimes
staff. Thomas looks to Jim extend to the court. "We lose
Anderson (jr-Eau Claire, WI) about 500 tennis balls under the
and Steve Sandberg (so-Aitkin) bleachers every year," he says.
as the big bats with help from
Larry Higdem (sr-Detroit
"There will be all kinds under
Lakes) and Bob Amundson (jr- there and then one day they're
Starbuck).
all gone," Mertes explains.
"The janitors must take them
Thomas will once again be and sell them. It makes you
assisted by Loel Fredrickson
and senior co-captains Ryan
Bremmer (sr-Parkers Prairie)
and Mike Dorsey (srMinneapolis), . Other returning
letterman include Jeff
"Badger" Johnson (srWadena), Tony Panasuk (srBarnesville), Scott Powers (soHutchinson), and Darrell
Stromlund (sr-Greenbush).

wonder when you go by all these
garage sales and all they are
selling is tennis balls. I even
autographed a few and they
went for a quarter more."
Asked what he does with his
spare time, Mertes cooly picks
up and polishes with his cuff a
trophy won in a pool tour
nament. " I shoot pool
sometimes," he says. "I'm a
great fan of music, maybe you
noticed," he continues as he
points to his eight-piece stereo
set that occupies three quarters
of his room.
Majoring in Industrial
Education and Health, Mertes
would like to teach and coach
upon graduation.
"I'm not going to teach
anywhere," Mertes says,
"unless I can coach tennis, and
I mean good tennis, not small
town USA where you play in
plowed fields. If I don't get a job
then I'll just work at Willrich
the rest of my life. That's a
Breckenridge joke," he ex
plains.
it

WE CHEW SHOP>1
Interstate 94 and Hiway 75
South Moorhead — 236-8200

Sunshine Super
Deal #2

With five games already
canceled due to snow, the
Dragons are looking towards a
strenuous 23-game schedule.
Next week the Dragons travel
cross-town to face the Cobbers
of Concordia, and then a
weekend trip to St. Cloud for
their second conference series.

'72 Monte Carlo
(Yellow) Automatic, Power Steering
and Brakes, Vinyl Roof. Low Mileage.

>3292

CALL MARK KIEFER 236-8200
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woman junior college transfer
is leader in two MSC sports
By Janna Quitney

"We moved to Minnesota
from Green Bay, WI on May
Day of my second grade year. I
remember it really well
because we didn't have May
Day in Green Bay and I couldn't
figure out why everyone was
running around with baskets of
candy and kissing each other."
Carol Howe's (sr-Crosby)
face bursts into a wide grin as
she happily recalls her
childhood, but her optimism
does not stop there. Her
spontaneous
enthusiasm
spreads to all who come into
contact with her.
Howe is one of Moorhead
State College's most active
woman athletes. She has
competed on the Dragon varsity
squads in volleyball, basketball
and track both of the years she
has attended school here. She
captained the Volleyball Team
and is presently captain of the
Track Team. In addition to her
athletic interests she has served
as an officer in the local Student
Minnesota
Education
Association chapter and has
been activein the MSC Physical
Education and Health Major's
Club.
Howe's interest in physical
education has existed since
childhood. "My mother was a
P.E. teacher and I guess I just
grew up thinking that I'd like to
teach some day," she says.
"Physical education is so much
different than a regular
classroom situation. There are
so many more things you can do
with your classes. You can
really make them fun."
When she attended high
school, women's sports were
just being organized. "Things

were run through the Girl's
Athletic Association, (GAA) in
our high school," explains
Howe. "It was join GAA and be
in sports. It was kind of like
intramurals, more or less. The
girls' program has really
developed since I left. I'm
really happy to see the girls get
recognition along with the boys
f o r t h e i r a t h l e t i c
achievements."
Howe attended Brainerd
Junior College prior to coming
to MSC. Three factors played a
part in her selection of MSC as
the school from which to launch
her teaching career. "I was
introduced to Miss Moore
(Margaret Moore, head of the
Women's PE Department) at a
women's physical education
convention and I was really
impressed with her," she says.
"Later a group of us visited the
campus and the facilities im
pressed me a lot. We have the
best facilities for women's
athletics in the entire tri-state
area. Another reason for my
decision to attend MSC was the
fact that the men's and
women's phy-ed departments

get along so well. They really
work together."
"Junior college was more like
high school in many ways," she
continues. "I was in Senate and
Reader's Theater and SMEA
and other things besides sports.
Here you have to decide what
you want and then go into that
because you really can't con
centrate on more than one
thing."
Howe is a great believer in the
value of competitive sports.
"Sports have taught me how to
cooperate and get along with
people," she says. "They have
also taught me how to accept
responsibility. The traveling
that you do in sports is
goodtoo, especially when you get a
chance to meet a lot of new
people."
A thoughtful look replaces
Howe's smile as she ponders the
development of women's sports.
"I think that women's sports
programs on the high school
and college levels are wor
thwhile and they should be
broadened," notes Howe, "but
not at the cost of the men's
programs and not developed out
of proportion. As f a r a s

By Jerry Hanson

Steven (Ozzie) Osborne (jrSt. Louis Park) is a sensitive,
deep, sincere type of person; a
man of love for people. To the
casual onlooker, Osborne might
seem to be merely a funloving,
carefree jock. But those who
really know him find that he has
a true, tender admiration for
many things — his girl, his
roommate,his coach, his sport.

Bob Fritz Sporting Goods
Brings You Intramural News

Women's-Julie Davies-Helen Brubakken, First
Giner DeRosier Bonnie Bredeson
Men's Volleyball Standings:
Women's Volleyball Standings:
Volleyballers
Big 8
Boing
4
Rangers
The Zoo
3
Oscar
2nd S. Dahl Rowdies
3
WRA Rejects
Dirty Dozen
2
Vets Club
4th Floor Fanatics
2
Question Marks
3rd Floor Snarr
1

0
1
2
2
2
3

RECNEWS
Top ten finishers in MSC Open Bowling Tournament-15 Qualifying
Games
Bowling - League High Games
1. Al Baumgarner 206 Ave.
Sunday 6 p.m. Bill Scharpen 204
2. Brian Johnson 196 Ave.
Sunday 8 p.m. Nancy Clementson 165
3. Gordy Nygaard 187 Ave.
Monday 7 p.m. Laura Whiting 202
4. Ron Anderson 187 Ave.
Monday 9 p.m. Laurie Fischer 233
5. Jim Houston 187 Ave.
Tuesday 5 p.m. Judy Floyd 211
6. Scott Thompson 186 Ave.
Tuesday 7 p.m. Jean Morgan 199
7. Ron Rubow 184 Ave.
Tuesday 9 p.m. Jim Houston 224
8. Mark Engelstad 183 Ave.
Wednesday 5 p.m. Bill Gordon 218
9. Bill Devine 182 Ave.
Wednesday 7 p.m. Bruce Wels 206
10. Jerry Warring 181 Ave.
Thursday 7 p.m. Mark Johnson 266

For All Spring Sports Equipment
SHOP BOB FRITZ

SPORTING GOODS

DOWNTOWN F A R G O — 2 3 7 - 9 1 9 4
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

s c h o l a r s h i p s f o r w o m a n after completing her Physical
athletes go I think they would be Education major and Health
great, but we couldn't use them minor this spring.
"Right now I'm really
the way the guys sometimes do
it. The guys don't do it fairly anxious to get out and teach,"
and I wouldn't want the women she says. "Ever since I student
taught I've been all fired up
to drop into doing that."
about it. I suppose I'm kind of
Howe's plans at the moment idealistic, but that's a great way
are to go directly into teaching to start out."

Steve Osborne recounts his life, sets goals

Elementary Education major,
but, then again, so are the
studies.
"My grades really go up
during the track season," says
Osborne. "I am really con
cerned about them because I
have only one year of eligibility
left in track. After that, I hope
to land a job teaching little kids,
probably third, fourth or fifth
graders. Children are so pure,
Track is important to the so honest. I really like that.
A graduate of West Senior
High in Minneapolis, Osborne
is by no means just a track
man. His senior year at West he
gave wrestling a whirl, and
liked it. However, his first sport
Badminton Tournament Results:
was football. That is, until the
Co-ed-Mike Nider-Marie Schneider, First
Allyn Workman-Vanessa Koster, Second
day he got bored in study hall.

Holiday Mall

"arol Howe. Photo by Ross Collins.

Moorhead

Fargo
Fergus Falls

He and a buddy found
themselves bored with study
hall and set out to have a good
time via a race in the hall. As
always, a teacher happened to
show up to break up the fun.
Only this time, it was off to the
principal's quarters and real
trouble.
"On the way to the office,"
says Osborne, "we got stopped
by the football coach (the last
persona player wants to see
when he's caught goofing off).
Then I find out that this guy that
caught me is the track coach.
Next thing I know, he's telling
me that he wants to see me at
the track meeting that af
ternoon. I guess you can say
that I was corralled into it."
He went to the meeting and by
his senior year, Osborne was
captain of the track team. "If it
wasn't for that incident I
probably would have never run
track," he says. But incidents
are the story of his life.
"My father (now deceased)
was in the service so we moved
around a lot," says Osborne,

"By the fifth grade I had gone to
eight different schools. I was
even in Virginia for a while,"
throwing a smile in the direc
tion of his roommate, Vince
Jackson (jr-King George, VA).
"That's probably been the
best part of his life," jokes
Jackson.
"Where do you think I learned
to live with guys like him?"
answers Osborne, pointing to
Jackson. "They're all like that
down there — crazy!"
In talking to Osborne one
cannot help but notice his deep
sense of respect, especially for
Track Coach Ron Masanz.
"Coach is a great guy," says
Osborne, "He pulls the best out
of you. He's the sort of person
that you really put out for. If
you don't put out you feel like
you've let him down, and that
hurts. He's a motivator."
But there's another side of
Coach that Osborne admires.
"He can really chew you
out," Osborne admits, "There's
times when he can make you
feel this small," showing the
small gap with his thumb and
finger. "But then there's the
times when he tells you to give
more — even when you think
you've given it all — and you do.
He's the first one there to shake
your hand. That's when you feel
great. I love him for that."

Unlike many college athletes,
Osborne was never recruited.
He came to Moorhead State
College to get away from home
and because he enjoyed the
small college atmosphere. To
him, "you're a student here,
not just a number."
When spring of his freshman
year rolled around
he
became anxious to run. Thus, a
meeting with Coach.
"I walked in and told him I
wanted to run," Osborne
recalls. "He said, 'fine' and
asked me what I ran. Then he
told me that the team could use
me and that was it. I've been
there ever since."
A
steady 600-yard dash
performer and occasionally a
mile-relay team
member,
Osborne's accomplishments are
in accord with his goals. He sets
goals that are high, yet not out
of reach. His goal this spring is
to place in every meet.
Reaching his goal is made
easier by Jackson, also a track
team member.
"We run a lot together," says
Osborne. "We're always
cheering for each other. When
I'm down, Vince will pick me
up. When he's down, I pick him
up. We talk a lot when we run —
about school, about track, about
us, about our love lives. Oh, we
must have put in a thousand
'love life laps' by now."
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Install a Pioneer Stereo and
Ride Along Feeling Groovy
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Pioneer gives your favorite songs a great
sound. Makes your car feel just like home.
Pioneer makes it simple with easy in
stallation and a nice low price.TP232 8 track
has automatic or manual program change,
separate tone, balance, volume control and
track indicator all for

$49.95

If you're worried about where to put it, it
will even fit into an ashtray! The KP345
under the dash cassette player features an
automatic reverse.
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